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Cart Life 

 

Cart life follows one of a few characters trying to make money through running a street cart. Although it 

is a simple premise, when adding in each characters unique “addiction” and incorporating a unique time 

crunch mechanic this game’s difficulty reflects the difficulty of life as a street cart operator. Cart life 

positions the player to experience life as a struggling adult attempting to balance relationships with 

survival and allows the player to understand the difficulties these people face on a daily basis. 

There are many difficulties one faces as a street cart vendor in a city. The hours are long, money is tight, 

there is little time to take a lunch break even if you could afford to buy food, meaningful relationships 

are hard to come by and even harder to maintain. Melanie’s story is one of a recently divorced mother 

trying to make enough money to prove she deserves custody of her daughter, Laura. While starting a 

coffee stand, Melanie wants to maintain her relationship with her daughter by taking her to and from 

school and trying to help her daughter navigate young adulthood. Often times Melanie has to make the 

difficult decision of asking her daughter to take the bus to and from school alone so she can work longer 

in order to make enough money for them to get by. Andrus is an immigrant who has moved to America 

trying to find the American dream, but must run a newspaper stand to make enough money to afford a 

decent place to live. He stays in a small motel room but the owner doesn’t allow cats so Andrus must 

hide his cat, Mr. Glembovski, while trying to make enough money to move to a better place. Besides 

caring for his cat, Andrus is a smoker so if he has gone too long since his last cigarette he has to take a 

smoke break to rejuvenate himself to work longer. This balancing act is something not only cart vendors 

but many other Americans face on a daily basis.  

By placing the player in the shoes of one of these individuals, Cart life causes one to experience what 

these people go through every day. It is easy to dismiss these people or not appreciate their struggle 

until you see things from their perspective. Everyone has someone they care about, whether it be a pet 

a kid a friend or a family member, you know what it is like to love someone and know you would do 

whatever it takes to care for them. With the addition of characters like Laura and Mr. Glembovski, the 

player makes a connection with someone to care for so they are instantly playing not for themselves but 



for someone else. This connection means the player really wants to succeed and feels the pain when 

they fail. Although nothing can truly give you the perspective of these people without living it firsthand, 

Cart Life does a remarkable job of engaging the player and allowing them to imagine how those going 

through it feel. 

 

Making a connection with the character being played is only half of what it takes for Cart Life to position 

the player to feel the difficult life these people live. The other half is actually showing them how difficult 

their life is through the gameplay. This difficulty comes from the manipulation rules Cart Life chose to 

employ, mainly the time mechanic but also the basic living requirements such as sleep and food, as well 

as the optional relationships you can form by talking with customers and other characters within the 

Cart Life world. 

The time mechanic Cart life uses is the basis for all the tense moments and tough decisions you have to 

make throughout the game. There is a clock that is always running in the background, with no way to 

pause even in the game menus. Although time limits are in many games, Cart life takes this mechanic to 

the extreme, even during the tutorial when new players are learning the game and getting acclimated 

with the story there is a running clock, ticking away valuable time. When the player realizes there is no 

way to stop time, they are instantly aware of how time is a valuable resource and they must find a way 

to familiarize themselves with the game quickly or fail trying. 

This time crunch leads to many tense moments, many of which can’t be controlled by the player, 

reflecting the feeling of helplessness many underprivileged Americans go through regularly. One of 

these moments happens on the first full day of Melanie’s story, in the city hall waiting to get a permit for 

her coffee cart. The player takes a number and then has to wait while the single staffer takes care of all 

the other people in front of you before finally talking with you. Anyone who has gone to get their 

driver’s license can understand how realistic this situation is, but coming from the perspective of a poor 

person who can’t afford to wait around all day sheds new light on this already obnoxious task. For those 

people, a few hours isn’t an inconvenience, it means not being able to eat dinner that night. With this 



being one of the first things you do in the game it immediately sets the tone for what this game is about. 

For an anecdotal experience I look to the play through we did in class while discussing the game. Playing 

as Melanie the game seemed to be going well enough, talking to people in the city hall, getting a permit 

and so on. However at one point everyone realized Laura was about to get out of class but we were on 

the opposite side of the city. Frantically every started shouting we had to go pick her up and instead of 

walking or using the cheap bus option we spent a lot of money on a cab so we could get there just in 

time. This genuine panic was felt by everyone in the room and discussion halted until the conflict was 

resolved and a collective sigh of relief occurred when we realized we succeeded. This moment 

accentuates the stress involved in this game when you really connect with the characters. Although the 

feelings of the characters aren’t real, your feelings for those characters are and if we had disappointed 

Laura everyone would have felt terrible.  

The decision for what constitutes a necessity and what is optional leaves the player in a position to 

either do only what is necessary and miss out on some of the optional experiences, or indulge in these 

experiences and risk failure. The food and rest mechanics are necessities that have noticeable effects on 

the gameplay and after a certain amount of time will be so intrusive the player has no choice but to 

remedy the problem. If the player hasn’t eaten in a long time graphics start appearing while the 

character is walking around or trying to do something with text saying things like “I would… But I’m 

Starving.” Over time these graphics appear more often until the user can’t do anything until they eat 

something. Another instance of neglecting necessities is if you have worked for too long and are tired 

you no longer have the ability to make small talk with customers. This means it is more difficult to get 

tips in addition to missing out on engaging your customers and getting to know them better. By 

requiring the player to eat and sleep Cart life emphasizes two physical health problems which would 

occur if someone was neglecting them, being hungry and tired.  

 

One piece they could have added would be a “relationship” or a “happiness” mechanic where if you 

don’t talk with the characters walking along the street who aren’t directly related to your story there is 

some sort of penalty. As it stands now, any relationships you form with other characters do not mean 

much in the game (aside from customers to get tips). However talking to these characters and learning 

about their lives and their story gives the player a sense of meaning. Under the time crunch, with other 



necessities that are more pressing, a lot of those relationships fall through the cracks. Although these 

relationships don’t specifically advance the game they are rewarding in their own right and taking a step 

back to look at the bigger picture, real lives need these relationships to feel like you are leading a 

fulfilling life. 

A final mechanic that is particularly moving is the tedium of doing the job these characters must 

complete. For Melanie, the act of making coffee is either copying a sentence by typing it as quickly as 

you can without making a mistake, or following a long process of keypad presses to make a latte. Every 

morning Andrus must start the day by folding each of the newspapers, copying the same text like 

Melanie must do for her coffee. This long, drawn out process without any mental stimulation or 

decisions can lead to fatigue in the player quickly because there isn’t anything unique or engaging about 

what you are doing while working. Many real people find themselves in this position, having to work a 

job because they need the money but find no satisfaction in their job because it is too simple and 

tedious.  

By giving the player difficult scenarios to deal with and decisions to make, Cart life engages the player 

and brings them into the lives of these characters who are fighting to survive. Through the use of 

engaging narrative and game mechanics that are challenging and create conflict and tension, Cart life 

successfully positions the player to understand through their actions what a struggling person must go 

through to succeed. With limited time, players must operate a street cart while caring for a loved one 

and making sure they themselves have enough energy to keep working. They must go through the 

tedious motions of making coffee or folding newspapers as quickly as they can to ensure they make 

enough money to survive. Cart life throws the player into this life with little instruction and a lot of 

barriers which stand in the player’s way. Forcing the player to move quickly and make difficult decisions, 

often to their own detriment, means the player is able to appreciate what street cart vendors and other 

struggling adults are experiencing on a daily basis. 


